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It is well known that the Galois group of the general equation 
x” - qx-1 + * *- + (- l)“un = 0 (1) 
is the symmetric group and that therefore this equation is not solvable by 
radicals if n > 5. This may also be interpreted as saying that it is not possible 
to give formulae expressing the roots in terms of radicals of polynomials in 
u1 )...) u, . 
The situation changes however if the field is specified over which ui ,..., u,, 
varies. Polynomials then become polynomial functions and it may become 
possible to express the roots in terms of radicals of such polynomial functions. 
In fact we shall derive explicit expressions giving the roots of every irreducible 
polynomial of degree n over G.F.(p”) in terms of one radical of a polynomial 
function of or ,..., u, provided 12 + O(p). Together with Berlekamp’s algorithm 
[l] this will make it possible to express the roots of every polynomial f(x) 
over a given finite field F by radicals provided that f(x) has no irreducible 
factor whose degree is divisible by the characteristic of F. 
Let (1) be an irreducible polynomial over F = G.F.(m) where m = p* and 
n + O(p). The group off(x) is then cyclic and generated by the automorphism 
x, + xom where X,, is a root of f(x). We set Xi = Xr’ and form the 
Lagrange resolvents 
w = w, = c xip, 
W, = 1 x,pj j = l,..., n, 
(2) 
where 5 is a primitive nth root of unity. Here and in the following all sums 
are to be extended over the range of the index of the summands unless 
otherwise stated. 
We have 
n-1 
WQ=Cxp$C p c Xi,X& . * * xi, . (3) 
t=1 il+i,+-.+i”-t(n) 
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In the coefficient of ct the product Xi,+rXi,+i ... X,,+i is a summand 
whenever XdlXi e .** Xi, is a summand. Therefore 
= 
c %+*~z+...+?n%, 
az+“‘+an”t(n) 
where Sj = C Xi’ is a symmetric function of the roots X,, ,..., X,-i hence 
a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions and so 
W” = c c&t, et = c %n”2+...fm% ) (4) ~zf..~+cd,=t(n) 
where ct are polynomials over F in ui ,..., a, (or more precisely speaking 
polynomial functions). Similarly 
wp = c cp. (44 
One of the roots (C ctpt)l/n is Wi and if this root is chosen we have 
Xj = n-l (C 5-” Wi + ~~). (5) 
It will simplify the calculations if we first transform (1) so that q = 0. 
Also 
c Ln%...frn% 
az+“‘+an’t(n) 
jl + ;?j, + *-* + (n - l>.L = t(n), 
where the last sum is extended over 1 < j0 < n - 1. Also note that Sj, = Sj . 
To compute the S, one might also use Girard’s formula [2, p. 5] 
Sj=j C (4 +z; T* ';.; 111 (-1)~2+h+"' + . . . *;i . (6) 
Zl+2Z,+jZj=j 3’ 
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Proper choice of the resolvents: It is possible to choose K so that 0 < K < 1~ 
and 
w = Wk = x0” + 5x1” + -*a + px;-l # 0. (7) 
(If n is prime one can also choose [ so that IV, # 0.) tin is then given by (4) 
with 
et = 
c SkU+m”z+-.+m”n, . 
Lzz+‘.‘+a,rt(n) 
We put j + h = n. Then 
la-1 
WjWh = 
Zo5” c 
xixi”fu ‘.. XFh . 
ij+il+.‘.+i,=t(n) 
By the same process as before we obtain 
c xixi” .-xi”,= c 
X~‘(l+k(man+...~mah)) 
ij+il+...+ih=t(n) &&+‘.‘+q,“t(n) 
= 
c Sl+kW~f*..+mS, = Gt ’ 
ul+.**+a~-t(n) 
where cjt is a polynomial function over F of ur ,..., a, . Thus 
wj = yjw+, 
where yj is a polynomial function in ur ,. . . , on over F( 5). Finally from (5) and (8) 
xi = C {-ijW, = C [--i$,wj-n + o1 . 
The solution requires us to find first an w which does not vanish and in this 
respect it is not quite independent of a1 , . , . , a, . In this respect we are however 
not worse off than in the general solution of the cubic or quartic where we 
must either make the proper choice of the nth roots of Wjn depend on the 
value of the coefficients or else must know a resolvent which is distinct from 0. 
Now let n be a prime and let m be a primitive root mod n. We have 
wmj = wp’ = xj + X,+J” + *** + Xn-l+jp-l)mf 
Now M’ takes all nonzero values mod n. Hence since one of the W, # 0 
all must be #O and (9) simplifies to 
n-1 
Xi = C Q-iWwm~ + u1 . 
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In this case we may choose any of the n values of 
w = (c ctql”, 
where the ct are given by (4) as polynomials in a, ,..., Us over F and the roots 
of (1) will be given by (11) p rovided that (1) is irreducible over F. 
The method can be generalized to solve certain classes of cyclic equations 
over any field F. If it is given that the group off(x) is cyclic with generating 
automorphism a and that u(X,,) = #(X0) where + is a polynomial whose 
coefficients are in F(u, ,..., u,) then the roots of f(z) can be expressed as 
radicals of elements of F([, ur ,..., us). In computing W* we have in 4 
et = c &1y,, “‘xi,= c &Lx, ‘** ha, 
il+ie+...+i,=t(n) a2+.*.+a,=t(n) 
The polynomials (e)(X) .** (e)(X) are completely known and so ct can be 
expressed in terms of symmetric power sums and in turn in terms of a, ,..., U, . 
The computation of cjt and yj in (8) leads to 
cjt = c Xi(pq(XJ **- (pq(Xi”) a2+-*+m*&(n) 
and SO the Cjt are in F(u, ,..., a,) and (9) holds with yj = 2 cjtct. 
I propose the following problem. Let F be a field with infinitely many 
elements. I raise the question whether a solution of the equation f(x) = 0 
can be given in terms of radicals of polynomial functions of ur ,..., u, over 
F(t), provided it is known that the group of f(x) is cyclic and transitive. 
I conjecture that such a solution is not possible if f(x) is a polynomial of 
degree >4. 
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